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“The future of cybersecurity is AI… but so is deep fake and ransomware.” Experts
reiterated this sentiment during Cybersecurity Awareness Month, observed in October
this year. 71% of security professionals report increased security threats or attacks
since the COVID-19 outbreak. Moving forward, will AI be the antidote to the growing
threat of sophisticated cyberattacks?
In this edition of The View, explore the state of AI in cybersecurity and the possibilities
that lie ahead. Also, get acquainted with the top 5 growth opportunities for IT
companies in 2022, and learn about the world’s top 10 technology startups employing
AI in cybersecurity to safeguard the digital future.

Technology for good
AI in cybersecurity: Key challenges and
opportunities up next
Criminals are launching advanced attacks that
look unlike anything we’ve seen before. Using AI in
cybersecurity will have profound effects as it
continues to reduce programming hours and
prompt quicker responses to data breaches. >>

AI-based cybersecurity trends to secure
your enterprise
IEEE Fellow Dr. Karen Panetta discusses the top AIbased cybersecurity trends that could
revolutionize the global economy around AI,
Predictive Analytics, and other emerging
technologies. >>

Technology assessment as a catalyst to
innovation
To gain a competitive edge, companies globally
rely heavily on innovation. Technology assessment
can reveal your organization's technological
position and identify opportunities to enhance
your innovation strategy. >>

Top 5 growth opportunities for IT
companies in 2022 and beyond
Success in the post-COVID era requires IT
companies to make bolder decisions faster than
their peers. Based on our in-house research
expertise, we’ve identified five growth
opportunities that IT companies should consider to
stay ahead. >>

As businesses strive to create a culture of security, are you prepared to
navigate disruptive threats and stay competitive in the post-pandemic
era? Find out how our technology and innovation research solutions can
help.

Through the lens of industry experts
“The next generation of cybersecurity threats require agile and intelligent programs
that can rapidly adapt to new and unforeseen attacks. Powered by AI, the cybersecurity
industry can finally have the tools to take the lead."
- Adam Bangle, Vice-President, EMEA, BlackBerry
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Other recent stories
Mitigating the impact of chip shortage on consumer electronics Read now
Matter: What does it mean for smart home manufacturers? Read now
Benefits of conducting a technological competitive analysis Read now
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